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A History of the Transition from an Apostolic Belie ving  
Church to a New Evangelical Church  
 
 
PREFACE 
The following document is a compilation of historical facts and accounts regarding the transition of 
conservative Christian groups from one set of beliefs to another. Its purpose is to research and record 
how believers were influenced over time to discard their original set of beliefs and adopt a different 
doctrine. 
Two terms are used repeatedly in this writing: 1) Apostolic Believing church which indicates a group 
embracing a doctrine similar to the Apostles and Early Church Fathers, and 2) New Evangelical church 
which is defined as a group embodying the Calvinistic doctrines as described on page five of this 
document and referenced in Winds of Doctrine, published in 1986 by the Apostolic Christian Church of 
America. 
The document traces the transition from an Apostolic Believing church into a New Evangelical church 
during the 1900’s. Several sources were consulted, including interviews and written records from the 
Froehlich lineage Swiss and German Apostolic Christian Churches, information from the Apostolic 
Christian Church of America (Nazarene), historical documentations from the Mennonites, and a book 
entitled Becoming a Missionary Church by Bernhard Ott, the president of the ETG church in Switzerland. 
(Reference last page of this document for further details about the sources used.) 
 
The material presented here is only a glimpse of how the change occurred. It is not intended to be an 
exhaustive documentation of all the details of the transition, but rather to highlight some of the key 
elements in the move from godliness to worldliness. Sometimes the transition took over a century, but 
other transitions were accomplished in much less time, such as the 35 years it took for the Swiss 
churches to become unrecognizable when compared to their original presence. Despite variations in the 
length of transition time or the location of the churches, a startling discovery emerges. The chain of 
events that occurred and attitudes of the change agents are strikingly similar in all groups. 
 
Since a complete transition of church doctrine can take long periods of time, often the change takes place 
in very small steps and is nearly imperceptible. Coupled with the fact that many various methods are used 
to promote change, the transition can be very difficult for many people to recognize. Many awaken when 
it is too late and they wonder, “How did we get here?” 
Please be apprised that this writing does not indicate in any way that all change is bad or is to be 
avoided. 
 
Much to the contrary, we recognize that a conversion of a soul from a life of sin to a state of holiness 
involves a great change. And as we strive to live a converted life, we endeavor to change to become 
more conformed to the image of Christ. Life itself is a series of changes. However, changing from Biblical 
purity to impurity is to be strongly resisted by the true believer. 
An understanding of history can give us a glimpse into the future. As the reader of this document ponders 
its content, may God reveal its application in our time. May God bless the brothers from various different 
Apostolic Christian Churches who assisted with this work. 
 
Kurt W. Ehnle 
April, 2012 
 
 
An Apostolic Believing Church versus a New Evangeli cal Church  
In this historic analysis, the description of a New Evangelical church is not intended to describe a New 
Evangelical church at any given point in time, but rather to describe evangelical principals which go far 
back in time. ‘Lifestyle’ as used in this document refers to the outward manifestation demonstrated by 
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Apostolic Believing church members. Also, the use of italics in this document indicates a direct quote from 
the footnoted source. 
 
Apostolic Believing Church Principles  
• The shed blood of Christ pays the price once for a person’s sins.1 
• Membership in the church comes about through a repentance (sorrow for sin); a conversion (dying to a 
sinful nature); forgiveness of sin through faith in the blood of Christ; and baptism after experiencing 
peace.2 
• Members experience failings and shortcomings in their life of faith.3 
• Members, by the grace of God, strive to walk a life free from sin4. 
• Sins are not all the same. If a member sins a sin of a lesser nature, forgiveness is provided through 
discipline and the intercession of Christ to God5. 
• For sins of a grievous nature, there is no church restoration.6 
• Members are Spirit‐led and consequently separate themselves from worldly involvement in all aspects 
of 
their life, including entertainment, immodest appearance, and so forth.7 
• There is a belief in the living hope of heaven and not the unconditional surety of heaven8. 
• Members separate themselves from ecumenical involvement and give anonymously and without 
fanfare9. 
• Spiritual outreach in an Apostolic Believing church involves a full and complete process including 
preaching the gospel, assisting in the conversion process and providing a life‐long shepherding10. 
 
New Evangelical Church Principles 11 
• The Evangelical Movement is more open‐minded, intellectual, and of broader scope in order to make it 
more acceptable to more highly educated people and more compatible with popular, individualistic 
lifestyles. 
• Shallow concept of conversion. [This doctrine implies that even after “justification” a believer is 
considered a “saved sinner” and lifestyle is unimportant because of Christ’s atonement for all sin: past, 
present, and future.12] 
• Diminished importance of the Church. 
• Tolerance of doctrinal variance. Denominational borders are readily crossed, usually without regard 
for significant doctrinal differences. 
• Casual attitude toward sanctification and sin. There is a marked de‐emphasis on works and serious 
efforts to aspire to holiness in living. The church is defined as a “divinely created fellowship of sinners” 
or “Christians aren’t perfect, just forgiven.” The belief is that Christians are sinning daily just like the 
unconverted. 
• Great emphasis is placed on scholarship (serious formal study) and intellectualism. 
• Christian liberty is defined as individual freedom in most areas of lifestyle not specifically forbidden in 
the Word. This individualism takes precedence over responsibility to church standards or the 
convictions of other members of a church body. Every believer feels he can adequately discern the Spirit 
and interprets the Word for himself and has the liberty to apply it to any circumstance as he sees fit. 
• Christian liberty is also defined as including freedom from observance of specific norms of holiness or 
agreed upon church guidelines for application of scriptural teachings. This often results in a freer and 
more worldly lifestyle. Efforts to observe holiness in living and to follow church‐defined standards of 
godliness based on the Word are criticized as “legalism” or following rules to “earn salvation.” 
• The influences of evangelicalism have undermined confidence in the ordained to “bind or loose” 
(Matthew 16:19) and have overemphasized the rights of the individual when it comes to discipline. 
 
Where it All Starts: The Blood of Christ  
There has always been a debate whether the evangelical transition begins with a change in doctrine 
regarding Christ’s blood and then lifestyle changes follow, or whether lifestyles change and a different 
doctrine evolves to match the lifestyle. Regardless of which comes first, both doctrine and lifestyles 
change in the transition. 
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The Apostolic Believing church believes that Christ shed His blood once for the atonement of sins. The 
New 
Evangelical church believes that Christ’s blood pays the price for past, present, and future sins.13 
In the transition process, this change in belief is introduced by ministers using the past, present, and 
future 
terminology in sermons. Official church documents are changed to state that the blood of Christ cleanses 
members when they sin, thus promoting the present and future cleansing by the blood of Christ. 
 
 
What Follows: the Issue of Sin in the Life of a Chu rch Member  
The Apostolic Believing church believes that a church member can sin but if they use all of God’s gifts 
they do not have to sin. The New Evangelical church believes that its members continue to sin on an 
everyday basis. 
In the transition, the concept of continuing to sin is introduced slowly into the church body. Samuel 
Froehlich, instrumental in the formation of the Swiss and German Apostolic churches in Europe, writes of 
several subtleties he experienced in this process. In I John 2:1 “And if any man sin” is changed to when 
any 
man sins. Samuel Froehlich spoke about this change, “John indeed admits the possibility of a sin in a 
believer’s life, but with such restriction that nothing can be said of it as being a general rule or necessity. 
The restriction of sin is two‐fold: 
 
(a) “if even” (in cases it should happen, that ‐ ) 
(b) “perhaps one” (not everyone or “we”)14 
 
Samuel Froehlich was also confronted with the application of I John 1:8‐10 as applying to a believer’s life. 
He wrote, “Verses 8‐10 serve only as elucidation (clarification), how one may attain unto the cleansing of 
his former sins and unto fellowship with God.”15 
Samuel Froehlich also addressed the evangelical belief that Romans 7 describes the sinful nature of the 
Apostle Paul as a believer. “John by verse 8 (I John 1:8), therefore refers just as much to an earlier 
condition as Paul does in Romans 7, in that he describes the way of the beginning of conversion…”16 
The history of using these scriptures, and others, to prove sin in the life of a church member continue on 
into more modern times. It also reveals an ongoing pressure to acknowledge sin in an Apostolic Believing 
church member’s life. 
 
With Christ’s Blood Covering All Sin, Except Blasph emy, the Need for  

Discipline Vanishes  
The Apostolic Believing church has a long history of discipline, ranging from self‐discipline to 
excommunication without restoration. In the history of evangelical transitions, fewer and fewer sins are 
disciplined for and the restoration of church members for sin becomes automatic. Church members are 
restored quickly for even very serious sins.17 
The attitude of young people toward discipline in one transitional church was stated as follows: “It became 
more and more difficult to integrate the youth of the 20th Century into a separated fellowship. The 
enforcement of church discipline among the youth had to be mostly abandoned to prevent major 
defections.”18 When we no longer agree on the sinfulness of sin, it will be but a short time until we 
disagree on the necessity of the atonement for sin and will also be ready to do away with a place of 
punishment for sin.”19 
At the end of an evangelical transition, one church simply stated their belief in discipline: “Congregational 
discipline is not practiced anymore.”20 
 
Continuance in Sin and its Forgiveness in Christ’s Blood Impacts 
Conversion  
History records the evangelical transition from a deep and impactful conversion to a simple 
acknowledgement of Christ’s shed blood for sin. The Apostolic Believing church believes that the 
conversion process brings about a complete transformation in an individual. It becomes the point where 
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the sin and carnality of a former life cease and a new Spirit‐led life begins. This dramatic change is 
reflected in the lifestyle of the one who is converted.21 
“One reason for the problems we face in the Apostolic Believing churches today is we have not been as 
careful as we ought to have been when baptizing members into the body of Christ. No one should receive 
water baptism until there is full evidence of the new birth and true repentance and amendment of life. 
There must be a knowledge of the awful sinfulness of sin and true repentance when one has been 
following the dictates of the lusts of the flesh and the lusts of the eye. By the grace of God, he turns 
around and goes the other direction.”22 
In the transition to a New Evangelical church, individuals begin to put less weight on the conversion 
process. Conversion becomes viewed more as an ongoing process and not as a significant one‐time 
event. There is an increasing unwillingness to give up the things of their former life. Depending on the 
shed blood of Christ for future forgiveness lessens the need to cease from worldly activities. Appearance 
and other lifestyle issues become irrelevant. At the end of the transition, the conversion process 
diminishes to an acceptance of Christ’s blood for the forgiveness of sins.23 
 
Surety Replaces Hope  
Eternal security is a relatively new term, but the concept extends far back into history. New Evangelical 
church members believe that there is nothing that they can do, short of blasphemy and being apostate, 
that 
will keep them from heaven. Again, the belief that the shed blood of Christ pays the price for present and 
future sins is foundational in believing in surety. In contrast, Apostolic Believing churches believe there is 
a hope of heaven and that church members could fall short.24 In the transition, evangelicals portray 
anyone who professes to live in hope as being downtrodden, sad, and laboring under an oppressive 
yoke. 
The surety message begins to surface especially at funerals. Apostolic believers are very cautious about 
“preaching anyone into heaven.” However, as the transition to evangelicalism progresses, the surety of 
someone who passes away attaining heaven becomes more dominant. Sermons and official church 
documents begin to propagate this belief. 
 
Even the Smallest Failings become Sin  
There is a long standing historical Apostolic belief that before sin occurs there can be failings or 
shortcomings in the life of a church member. In the transition, the evangelical position surfaces that even 
the smallest failing is sin and that to not call it sin diminishes the seriousness of sin. As this belief 
progresses, all sin becomes viewed as being the same. History reveals that this attitude toward sin slowly 
but surely opens the way to a freer lifestyle and a new, diminished concern about more serious sin25. 
 
Faith Alone, Not Works  
‘Faith alone’ has roots that run deep into religious history. Before an evangelical transition begins, 
Apostolic Believing churches believe in works accompanied by faith26. They also believe that works will 
play a role in an individual’s eternal judgment. As the transition develops, a message of works as being 
legalistic or part of the Old Testament law surfaces. History shows, however, that the works being 
challenged are not works associated with outreach or the good works in communities. Works become the 
lifestyle issues of outward appearance, abstinence from worldly influences, and the living of a separated 
life. At transition’s end, the lifestyle “works” are no longer a part of the church’s tenets but are left to each 
individual. 
 
Apostolic Believers’ Lifestyles are Abandoned and a  Return to Worldliness  

Ensues  
As the evangelical transition progresses, church members return to the lifestyles of the unconverted life. 
“Members in good standing attend movies, smoke, drink, attend and play in sporting events, wear jewelry 
(including wedding bands)27, have television in their homes, 28 and become immodest in dress (such as 
wearing shorts and clothing of the opposite sex).29 In fundamentalist congregations, television was 
recognized for its harmful influence in the 1940’s while it was still in the developmental stage. Members 
began to secretly watch TV in attics and basements. By the 1960’s, TV was widely in use.30 
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We are all being asked to work along and not be so unkind as to contest these unscriptural practices, (in 
the above paragraph), with the assertion that to do so is divisive and that all division is sin. Those who 
dare to contest these trends are publicly classed by conference leaders as offenders along with the worst 
of the liberals and are accused of being divisive. The fact that these accusations are coming from 
brethren with whom we labored earnestly in days and years past is not without serious significance.31 Any 
challenge to indecency and immodesty is interpreted as an imposition and is called stubbornness and 
rebellion.”32 
At the end of the transition, one evangelical church describes their view of lifestyle issues: “The edicts, 
which were obligatory under the name of “separation,” are no longer taught. Proper behavior within 
society is left to the responsibility of each individual believer.”33 
 
Long Hair and Head Coverings Diminish or Disappear  
“Apostolic believers believe that it is a scriptural directive, contained in I Corinthians 1134, that women 
members have long, uncut hair and in addition have their head covered when they pray or prophesy. One 
of the early signs of an evangelical transition is the cutting of hair and the diminishment of head coverings 
both in frequency of use and their becoming less substantial.35 One denomination reported, “By the end of 
the 1950’s, conferences all across North America were accepting cut hair on women in the church.”36 At 
the transition’s completion, neither long hair nor headcoverings are an issue and the scriptural directives 
are lost37. 
 
Leadership Ultimately Strengthens and Accelerates t he Transition  
Leadership in Apostolic Believing churches assumes a servant leadership role. Humility, the spirit of 
selfhumbling and self‐denial is a work of the Spirit in us. The exalted spirits only instigate discord; they 
desire to rule. Such have no place in the church of God. In the church there should be no rank, no craving 
for power, he who would be the greatest should be the servant of all. The spirit of ambition has wrought 
much harm in the church, there the minister is higher than the other people, the bishop higher than the 
minister, the archbishop higher than the bishop, and the pope is still higher. This is not true in the New 
Testament. What formerly was an overseer became a rank of honor. In the church there can be nothing 
else than that he would be greatest, must be the servant of all. In this spirit the church is built. We should 
have no other thoughts, of this kind, as though the elder in the church were higher. The elder, the deacon, 
is not higher; but they are brethren and stand, if possible, lower for they are servants, and so they must 
serve, and the servant is not higher than the church itself or than the master. If the elder of the church 
must seek after humility, how much more all the rest. All rank ceases if the elders of the church are lowly 
and meek. Then the others should think they are still lower. Thus Christ has, like all other men, in His 
body members that are different, otherwise they all serve one purpose in the church. Each one has 
received gifts for the common good, that the church of God may be built.38 
“Historically, conferences were gatherings of the ministry of local congregations to discuss and decide 
matters of doctrine and practice. These conferences were usually held only when special needs arose. In 
time, conference grew into authoritative bodies, adopting conference discipline, directing conference 
activities and charities, and exercising power over local congregations and ministers. The practice of 
exercising conference authority intensified as time went on.39 
In early conference histories, sound and able men provided leadership. They guided the church through 
their writings and preaching of the Scriptures and practical Biblical living.”40 As time went on, the 
evangelical leanings of an ever‐growing number of leaders began to have its impact. Apostolic Believing 
leaders retired, or grew older and tired, and leaders from a growing number of evangelical‐leaning 
churches were appointed until the leadership balance shifted. Some Apostolic Believing elders became 
evangelically minded.41 
“Conference sessions began to include more and more concessions to modern thinking. Study 
committees were appointed, which found innovative ways to interpret the Scriptures so that those who 
wanted accommodations with the world could find conference approval. Clever arguments were used to 
condemn Apostolic believers as self‐willed, accusing, and complaining.42 Centralized organization in its 
advanced state tends to become hierarchical and oppressively coercive as power concentrates in the 
smaller groups of leaders, and individual personalities wield a greater influence. The tendency then is for 
this small group to centralize all control within itself with little or no regard for the group conscience as a 
whole.43 
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Conference leaders often used democratic methods to accomplish their purpose. If a church with an 
Apostolic Believing leadership experienced difficulty, the Executive Committee of Conference could come 
in against the wishes of the ministry. Oftentimes a majority of the congregation did not want this to 
happen.44 Conference authority over local churches tended to settle disputes according to the new 
course. While conference leaders used a variety of methods to gain their ends, a democratic method was 
often used. Able and articulate, they could often overcome the scruples of local leadership and impose a 
policy in keeping with the new direction the conferences were taking.”45 
The greatest havoc has come to the church by men who have been lifted up in pride. Associated with the 
office of the bishop or overseer is the tendency to think that the office carries with it a monopoly on 
wisdom and ability. We should observe that the apostle Paul defines this office as a work, not as an 
honor, for bishops should look more to their work than to their honor.46 The true shepherd is one who 
gently leads his flock. The great mistake of some leaders is to try by sheer force of will to make others 
follow them. This is a disastrous course. Some have succeeded for a while because of buildup of church 
loyalty from a past generation, but ultimately this method fails.47“Leadership assumes control of official 
church publications. The publications are used to promote the evangelical agenda and provide church‐
wide distribution to the church body. In time, Apostolic Believing members become distressed and desire 
the doctrine of the pure Word of God.48 
Eventually, conference leadership begins to silence church members, ministers, and leaders who stand in 
the way of the transition.”49 This is done through intimidation, discipline, and removal from church offices. 
The commonly used charges are “sowing seeds of discord”, “sedition”, and “heresy”. Many of us had 
hoped to see revival within the bounds of the present organizational pattern. But when honest pleas and 
concerns of many brethren go unheeded and when those who appeal are censured rather than heard, 
hope is quickly lost.50 
 
Names and Other Pressures  
In a transition, the portion of the church that desires to stay with the Apostolic Believing ways comes 
under 
pressure. Interestingly, the evangelical portion of the church does not. This is probably because at some 
point leadership is dominated by the evangelical influence. 
In the beginning years of an Apostolic Believing church, male members are called Brothers and female 
members, Sisters. As the transition progresses, at the point when differences become great enough, a 
new set of names and titles appear. 
In more modern times, the terminology is “ultra‐conservative” for those who follow traditional fundamental 
ways; and then conservative, liberal, and ultra‐liberal, etc. In earlier times, the language for Apostolic 
believers was rigid, implacable, extreme, self‐righteous, and Pharisaical. These terms are also used in 
more modern times along with ultra‐conservative51. Other terms used are independent, self‐willed, 
accusing, and complaining conservatives.52 
In addition, Apostolic believers are under pressure for not attending church functions they cannot support 
and for the stand they take in preserving long‐standing doctrine and practices. Worst of all, the voices of 
those with concerns receive little or no recognition; rather, these voices are immediately pushed aside as 
being uncooperative and lacking love.53 
 
Unity for the Sake of Unity  
As the transition progresses, unity begins to emerge as a critical objective. Apostolic believers believe 
that unity is scripturally based and means a oneness of doctrinal belief, thought, conversation, spirit, 
sanctified life, and lifestyle54. “The basis of true unity, then, is a personal relationship of faith and 
obedience to Christ through the Spirit and with our brethren in the body of Christ.55 For the transition to 
succeed in an ever‐divided church, unity becomes the acceptance and tolerance of differences. There is 
an adamant denial of compromise. When organizational affiliations involve disregard for Scriptural truth, 
then unity can no longer be on a Scriptural 49 Marching On, by Mervin J. Baer, Copyright 2001, Page 75 
**; Also expressed in interviews with ministers of the Apostolic Christian Church (Nazarene) basis, but at 
best can only develop social ties and pressures.56 Love for fellow church members is promoted as an 
acceptance and tolerance for differences in beliefs and lifestyles.57 
Most dissertations on unity have been written in an effort to maintain the organizational status quo rather 
than to face the very evident truth that things have drifted almost beyond the point of return. This effort to 
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maintain the status quo is a call to maintain unity in the midst of disunity.58 Some who clearly set forth the 
serious conditions that we face are still asking for unity in spite of all the difference of doctrine that is so 
evident among us.59 
Eventually, unity is taught to be a oneness with other denominations as a part of the ecumenical portion 
of the transition.”60 Unity among the global Body of Christ is an indispensable requirement of the Gospel.61 
 
The Promotion of Change as Inevitable  
As change occurs in the transition, an effort is made to portray change as not only inevitable, but even 
desirable. Effort is made to display evidence of past change in church history and point out the benefits 
that 
ensued. A changing society and its associated growing complexity are cited as reasons for change. We 
believe that people who are trying to meet the cultural standards of the day and who are employing 
popular methods of attaining to this cultural standard, will give little evidence of the resurrection power of 
Christ.62 The educational level of church members, especially in more recent times, also becomes a 
reason to embrace change. 
Change also requires the diminishment of the old in order to introduce and enhance the new. The 
fallibility, 
errors, and changed positions of church fathers are pointed out to demonstrate the supposed changeable 
and 
uncertain nature of the church’s foundation. One church summarized the need to separate from the past 
in 
this way: “In summary, a choice stood before the original followers. Either they could open themselves 
towards the Evangelical Free churches and become part of the evangelical movement, or they could 
persist with ‘separation’ and pay the price of a substantial reduction in membership.” 63 
Apostolic believers in this environment call out for a strengthening of the old: “The future of our churches 
will not be in the introducing of something new, but in the strengthening of the old, time‐tried and tested 
traditions of our fathers that have maintained Gospel truth throughout each generation until now, within 
the context of Scriptural tradition.”64 
 
A Changing Ministry  
“Ministers in the early history of the Apostolic Believing churches were chosen by lot from the 
congregation were self‐educated in the Scriptures; unsalaried; and preached without advance 
preparation.”65 As the transition progresses, the ministry changes to meet the expectations of a changing 
congregation and the changing beliefs of the ministers themselves. Preaching about sin, hell, repentance, 
and an overcoming lifestyle becomes viewed as harsh, judgmental, and negative. “Men have developed 
the power of oratory and have learned to sway audiences by playing on the senses and emotions. But 
only the soul‐searching, sincondemning preaching of the Spirit, will bring men to conviction, repentance, 
and rebirth.”66 Preaching about love, caring, accepting, and an ever‐increasing evangelical doctrine 
becomes the norm. Sermons become sprinkled with humor and storytelling. An increasing amount of the 
ministry is prepared in advance through notes, topical Bible studies, and eventually leads to fully prepared 
sermons, and finally theological training.67 
“The ongoing improvement in the educational level in society and among the church members caused an 
everincreasing challenge for the ministers who consciously renounced any theological training. They 
became less and less capable of responding to the inquiries of a better‐educated public.68 Some of the 
older traditional ministers felt intimidated by the more articulate progressives and kept silent as radical 
changes were instituted in the churches and the denomination.”69 
 

Outreach Becomes Central ‐ A Departure from Separation  
In the earliest stages of an Apostolic Believing church’s founding, doctrinal outreach was a necessity for 
growth of the church. Both the ministers and their doctrine manifested every aspect of Apostolic Believing 
church beliefs.70 Outreach consisted not only in telling people about Jesus, but expounding the need for 
repentance, conversion, baptism, and a sanctified lifestyle. The effort did not end with the preaching of 
salvation, but encompassed a complete shepherding of individuals through repentance and conversion 
and an ongoing spiritual effort until life’s end. 
In time, some of the Apostolic Believing churches became more closed regarding outreach. Probably the 
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biggest factor was a concern about ecumenical involvement. As the transition to evangelicalism 
progresses, 
gospel outreach became a growing and almost urgent element of the denomination. One church in 
transition described it this way: “Now the New Testament is unmistakable that Christians will help 
mankind. Our love to Christ is measured by our behavior toward men. But always our love is first to Christ 
and our service to mankind grows out of that. Placed in reverse, in the manner the new conference 
leadership tended to do, Bible doctrine is not faithfully applied, and the service and relief organizations of 
the church become more important than spiritual teaching and fruit bearing. Many missions, whether 
organized and maintained by conferences, churches, or individuals, followed the new trends with 
programs to meet the physical and emotional needs of society while emphasizing the spiritual needs less 
and less. They no longer expected to be at enmity with the world or to suffer for the name of Christ. Their 
desire shifted from obedience to the principles and doctrine of Scripture, to adapting to the world in which 
they lived.”71 One transitional church stated that mission work is the essence of congregation.72 
Material relief outreach also changed during the transition. In the Apostolic Believing church, material 
outreach/giving was conducted in secret. “This segment of church outreach evolved to innovative and 
demonstrative methods to collect money and materials for its projects. The principle of giving in secret 
was 
compromised, but its projects were supported and its causes were advertised.”73 
One of the outcomes of expanded outreach is an ever‐increasing association with other organizations 
and 
denominations. The New Evangelical (ETG) church describes the joining together of numerous relief 
organizations from various church groups74. Since it functioned by joining together divergent groups into 
its relief efforts, the leavening of worldly influence in any Apostolic Believing group that also participated 
was hastened75. 
 
Additional Congregations are Established as Part of  an Internal Missionary  

Process  
As the evangelical process occurred in Switzerland, then effort was made to establish congregations to 
accommodate those with evangelical desires. Apostolic Anabaptist gatherings were seen as closed and 
uninviting for growth. With evangelization there is the endeavor to reach the modern people of today with 
the Gospel and to remove unnecessary hindrances from the path to becoming a Christian and integrating 
into a congregation. That is why every traditional church or congregation will have to change if it wants to 
be evangelistic and inviting. Some congregations have changed so quickly and drastically in the past 20 
years that a growing number of members no longer feel at home in their congregations. Changes take 
place in practically all aspects. Church service, songs, assembly hall design, new member acceptance, 
communion, congregational discipline; children, preteen, teenager and youth work; private circles and 
even leadership structures have been affected.76 
 
Denial – It’s Not Happening  
As the evidence of an evangelical transition increases, so do the voices of denial at both the leadership 
and 
congregational level. Doctrinal differences are downplayed. Concerns about eroding lifestyles are 
portrayed 
as being overstated, divisive, and an intrusion into some other church or church member’s life. In one 
denomination while all of this was happening, the message was “nothing is changing, there is nothing 
wrong.”77 
Administrative differences are used to explain differences in doctrine and other significant issues. Lay 
members often deny the transition out of fear of separation, a desire to stay with the status quo, and the 
simple belief in the impossibility of a church‐wide departure from the true faith. 
 
Transformation Completed  
The transition to a New Evangelical church often comes in little steps, with each step not being a lot 
worse 
than the previous step. If the whole transition was presented at once, it would be rejected. Therefore, the 
challenge is for an Apostolic Believing church to take a stand against the transition after one of the small 
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steps, or at the very beginning of the transition. 
The transition from an Apostolic Believing church to a New Evangelical church is a tortuous journey, but 
in the end history demonstrates that it does become a reality. The timing and specific circumstances vary 
but the end result is essentially the same: 
 
1. Belief that the shed blood of Christ pays for past, present, and future sins.78 
2. Belief that church members continue in sin. 
3. Conversions become a matter of accepting Jesus and letting him into your heart. Repentance and 
conversion disappear.79 
4. Believing that salvation can’t be lost except for apostasy and blasphemy.80 
5. Believing in faith alone and that works are meaningless. When once someone turns to Jesus that is 
enough.81 
6. Theological training and trained ministers become the norm. In 1950 theological training was not 
discussed. Today (1995) it is a given.82 
7. Laying on of hands has no sacramental effect.83 
8. Outreach and missionary work become all consuming. The Swiss ETG church expressed it as thus; 
missionary work is the essence of a congregation.84 
9. The 1995 ETG mission statement has three components: presence, evangelization, and mission/social 
welfare.85 
10. Moving from a very limited interaction with other churches to a completely open church. In 1963 the 
Swiss church rejected any form of interaction with other congregations and churches. Today, 1995, it is 
an open free church that is a member of the Association of Evangelical Free churches and collaborates 
with Christians of other denominations.86 
11. There are no congregational disciplinary measures.87 
12. No formal guidelines from leadership on: 
o Wearing jewelry, especially wedding rings 
o Participating in sports and wearing athletic clothing 
o Hairstyle and fashion88 
13. The rules for partner selection, i.e. proposing via an elder have been lifted for a long time.89 
14. Later, under the influence of theological traditions, the conception of non‐resistance increasingly 
disappeared. Non‐resistance was seen as an Anabaptist tradition and in the sixties and seventies they 
increasingly wanted to distance themselves from traditions.90 
15. Today, leadership makes no rules for cinema, radio or television. The topic (media) was not raised at 
the elder conventions in the seventies and eighties.91 
16. What the congregation in Reinach had attempted in 1930, namely not practicing the holy kiss and 
kneeling in prayer out of consideration for guests in public church services, now established itself in all 
congregations. The traditions of women having to cover their heads during church service was also 
abandoned.92 
17. Church services itself also changed. Insider jargon, the simple direct liturgy, separate seating for men 
and women, and much more were now things of the past. Church services have become lively and 
diverse, such that guests also feel welcome now.93 
18. The first organs were introduced slowly, and only used for entrance and exit music. However, 
increasing 
attendance of people not from the AAC(Apostolic Anabaptist Congregations) traditions in the 
congregations has made it inevitable to accompany singing, as this does not exactly promote four‐voice 
singing.94 
19. The songs being sung have also changed. The youth developed a desire for modern songs. Over the 
years, many congregations began to use modern songbooks in addition to the traditional songbooks.95 
20. The old tradition of spending the entire day on Sunday in “assembly” disappeared. Thus one of the 
identifying characteristics of Apostolic Anabaptist congregations, i.e. eating lunch together, has 
somewhat fallen into the background.96 
21. Holy communion with other churches.97 
22. Marriage to other church (denominations) members.98 
23. Family planning.99 
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What Happens to the Apostolic Believing Church Memb ers?  
While the result of the evangelical transition is fairly consistent throughout time and over many churches, 
the fate of the Apostolic Believing portion of the church varies widely. It depends primarily on how 
“awake” some church leaders and congregational members were and whether there was enough strength 
and resolve to somehow disengage from the transition process in time. Following are some of the results. 
 
• â____Separation of fairly complete congregations including leadership. This separation takes place 
before the New Evangelical movement impacts all the congregations in a denomination100. It is usually 
accomplished because those in leadership are willing to lead this effort and do it in a timely manner. 
One denomination called out for leadership thusly: “If a few faithful leaders would stir themselves and 
be willing to accept persecution that the Bible promises, revival of truth and sound practices could yet 
be effected.”101 
• Formation of separate conferences. This does not involve a complete separation but leaves in place 
some of the interactions between the two conferences. It avoids the complete excommunication of 
Apostolic Believing members102. 
• Restricting certain interaction and authority. In this type of separation, a congregation or 
congregations no longer share the pulpit or communion with evangelical congregations. Church 
authority rests with the individual congregations. This type of separation usually leads over time to a 
full separation, but again without excommunication of Apostolic Believing members. 
• Fragmented small groups leaving. This separation usually involves small groups of members 
scattered throughout the denomination. Sometimes these members are not accompanied or led by 
leadership. Groups not large enough to form congregations gather in homes or other 
accommodations. Some groups in geographical proximity form a congregation or congregations. 
The ETG churches who have become completely evangelical refer to such groups as remnants of the 
intolerant church who are tenaciously committed to Froehlich’s teachings ”103 
• Staying to the end. Some Apostolic Believing members opt not to leave and remain with their 
Apostolic Believing beliefs and practices in an overwhelming evangelistic environment. Without 
leadership, limited fellowship, and a small support system, this becomes a very challenging option. 
Usually, but not always, those that are older chose this route. One denomination summarized this 
option as follows: “Many in the conferences were dissatisfied with the drift, but conference was all they 
had ever known. They could always point to faithful preachers who remained with conference. They 
knew faithful grandparents who would be heartbroken if they left. They knew that not all was well in 
conference, but not all was well outside the conference either. Many of these were faithful to God to 
their death, but their children were often lost to the faith.”104 
• Faithfulness of the True Believer. Yet there were faithful believers who remembered that there has 
always been a remnant who "fought a good fight", "finished their course", and "kept the faith"...a 
remnant for whom "His mercy endureth forever"; a remnant who in the end "will receive a crown". 
Because they were convinced that it pleased their Heavenly Father, those faithful believers banded 
together and sincerely tried to lead lives that were holy, free of sin, and separated from the world. 
And so the flame of truth again burned brightly. 
The impact of children seeing an “example of faithfulness” and the knowledge of historical scriptural 
application is described as follows: “But no generation can maintain the faithfulness of their children. 
The children must rise up and fight on in the battle of the ages between light and darkness. But the 
children can be helped immeasurably to understand issues and make sound judgments in those battles 
for truth if they have been provided an example of faithfulness. Thus they can know how others before 
them applied the teaching of the Scripture to the issues they faced, and what was the outcome of their 
decisions.105 
 
 
Reference Notes  
* ETG (Evangelische Täufergemeinde Gemeinschaft) Website ‐ ETG is the New Evangelical church 
which 
transitioned from the Froehlich churches in Western Europe. 
** Marching On, by Mervin J. Baer, Copyright 2001 ‐ This book documents an Anabaptist/Mennonite 
group’s experience with spiritual drift and transition to a New Evangelical doctrine. 
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